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In the deepest part of our being, our true north, we are nobility. We are not becoming nobility. We already are nobility because we are sons 
and daughters of the King. The Soul realm of our person however is a little different. The Soul has the potential to be rooted in one of two 
orientations: North or South. Remember the quote: “You are spirit, have a soul and live in a body.”   You are nobility, you are called to carry 
yourself in wisdom and excellence and offer your skills to the world as protection and provision. 

One of the most common deceptions of the enemy is to seduce us into being defined first and foremost by the South (skill) realm of our 
lives. This is the battle between spirit and flesh. Rooting ourselves primarily in our skill, leads us not only into making foolish decisions, but 
into making average decisions. Average and foolish are inevitable fruits of being rooted primarily in our abilities. Foolish and average, 
however, are not terms that are fit for God’s noble sons and daughters. As a master of deception, the father of lies questions our identity by 
making us feel that we are no more valuable than what we can offer to others. Then once we give into the temptation, he challenges our 
integrity. It’s the one-two punch of the accuser. He entices and then exposes. He deceives us then accuses us. He’s a liar! When we live 
primarily rooted to our behavior or abilities, we can be assured we have forgotten our noble blood-line as sons. Forgetfulness is a primary 
enemy of faithfulness. You don’t fight for what’s forgotten. 

The enemy is also a master politician. I’m not saying that politicians are demonic or evil in any way. I’m proposing that politicians use the 
weapon of manipulation and compromise masterfully. In the world of secular values where the lines are blurry, this can be helpful. However, 
in the world of Spiritual realities, we are called to be uncompromising and even stubborn in our commitments. 

According to the dictionary, “compromise is simply accepting standards that are lower than is desirable.”  That’s what politicians do for the 
sake of forging agreement. They give a little to get a little. It’s a world filled with compromise. Monarchies and houses of nobility are very 
different than democracies. The nobility of a monarchy is called to carry the standard that has been set forth from ancient days past. The 
traditions and values of the blood line are upheld with great attention to detail. Democracies on the other hand are ruled by the popular 
vote of the day and only uphold standards that are agreed upon by those masses. Monarchies have a code, an ethic, a seat of standard that 
must be upheld by the nobility and it never shifts. 

The Kingdom of God is not democratic. You have not been voted in and you can never be voted out. You were "purchased, adopted and 
grafted” into the Beloved family of Christ. You are a true son of the King. A real King with real emotions, desires and standards. 

Compromised lives come as a result of two erroneous patterns of thought: 1) We forget our identity. 2) We identify our selves by our skills. 
Or a combination of number one and two. 

When we ask the question: “How will I carry myself?” the answer comes from where our identity is rooted. Not where it should be rooted, 
but where it actually is rooted. If we respond by allowing our latest performance in school, sports or work to define our identity, our 
response will be shame and guilt, or even worse, pride and greed which leads to foolish decisions and average living. If our response comes 
from an understanding of our position of nobility as sons and daughters of the Royal King, then our response becomes a life filled with a 
pursuit for excellence and wisdom. Of course excellence and wisdom are defined very differently in the Kingdom of Heaven. 

7

SOUTH: SKILL

Like any weapon, your skill can kill you, but it wasn’t meant to kill. It was meant to protect and provide. If we begin our journey of living the 
uncompromised life thinking our skill (south) is the truest part of who we are, our skills will kill us. We’ve all seen and been around athletes 
who lose their minds when their playing days are finished. Stripped identity is the cruelest of torture. However, when we get it properly 
oriented and our ability builds on the foundation of our identity, we become a powerful tool in the hands of the Father to provide and 
protect. 

Unfortunately, in the world of faith, skill and work carry negative reputation. Well meaning teachers and leaders tell us the truth about how 
to enter into the race of faith, which requires only believing on the obedience of Jesus. They tell us to trust in the finished work of the cross 
and they are absolutely correct. However, the Gospel message is like a race. It has a beginning line and a finish line. In our metaphor of the 
Compass, our nobility is the starting point. It will forever be who we are. We are runners in a race. Yes, it’s true that His obedience got us 
into the race, and our obedience is what will cause us to win the race. Paul the apostle said it like this; “Do you not know that in a race all 
runners run, but only one receives the prize? So run that you may obtain it!” 

Allow me to set the record straight and avoid any confusion, skill and the four letter word it takes to develop that skill, w-o-r-k,  are vital to 
living in true greatness. It will take tremendous amounts of effort to win the race of destiny. Let me say it another way; your skill and abilities 
deeply matter to God. The Father doesn’t just want you to carry a noble heart, but He also will train you to have a skillful hand. 

 

Psalm 78:70-72 

Notice that the word “heart” precedes the word “hand” in the description of how David led his team. His heart preceded his hand. God 
trains us from the inside out, but the point of importance here is that skill is not left out of His development program. 

The way you train your hands largely affects the doors that will open to you in life. The skill of your hands determines the ripple of your 
heart. Nobility satisfies our identity question, but ability satisfies our skill questions. If we are to be who God has called us to be we must 
look both North and South. 

Let me give you a million dollar statement: Ability birthed from the place of identity unleashes your destiny. Go back and re-read that 
sentence again. Ten words that can absolutely change your life. It’s a word picture that illustrates our abilities being carried like an unborn 
baby in the womb of our identity. We must grasp this deeply if we are to live uncompromised lives. We must place emphasis on both the 
identity and the ability and not become lazy when it’s time to go to w-o-r-k. 

Greatness requires deep and broad training of our hands. People of faith can become offended by the process of development. We want it 
to be a “gift.” Greatness is a gift, but it’s also a grind. Just because we come to grips with our nobility doesn’t mean our skills match our 
potential. Skills must be developed and our hands must be trained, just as God trained David. 

After David was anointed and made Noble by the man of God, Samuel, he didn’t immediately rise to the throne. In fact, it was more than 
15 years after his discovery of his own nobility that he stepped into his full ability. Could it be that God was so committed to David being a 
good king, that he left him in the fields? Shepherding sheep was God’s way of training for reigning. He does the same with us. He will lead 
us into a knowledge of our nobility, and then lead us into the fields of sheep.  Don’t be offended by the training. David knew he would 
become king and it powered his time among the sheep. God knew, and eventually David came to understand, that only the heart of a 
shepherd can truly carry the noble role of King. 
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traditions and values of the blood line are upheld with great attention to detail. Democracies on the other hand are ruled by the popular 
vote of the day and only uphold standards that are agreed upon by those masses. Monarchies have a code, an ethic, a seat of standard that 
must be upheld by the nobility and it never shifts. 

The Kingdom of God is not democratic. You have not been voted in and you can never be voted out. You were "purchased, adopted and 
grafted” into the Beloved family of Christ. You are a true son of the King. A real King with real emotions, desires and standards. 

Compromised lives come as a result of two erroneous patterns of thought: 1) We forget our identity. 2) We identify our selves by our skills. 
Or a combination of number one and two. 

When we ask the question: “How will I carry myself?” the answer comes from where our identity is rooted. Not where it should be rooted, 
but where it actually is rooted. If we respond by allowing our latest performance in school, sports or work to define our identity, our 
response will be shame and guilt, or even worse, pride and greed which leads to foolish decisions and average living. If our response comes 
from an understanding of our position of nobility as sons and daughters of the Royal King, then our response becomes a life filled with a 
pursuit for excellence and wisdom. Of course excellence and wisdom are defined very differently in the Kingdom of Heaven. 

7

SOUTH: SKILL

Like any weapon, your skill can kill you, but it wasn’t meant to kill. It was meant to protect and provide. If we begin our journey of living the 
uncompromised life thinking our skill (south) is the truest part of who we are, our skills will kill us. We’ve all seen and been around athletes 
who lose their minds when their playing days are finished. Stripped identity is the cruelest of torture. However, when we get it properly 
oriented and our ability builds on the foundation of our identity, we become a powerful tool in the hands of the Father to provide and 
protect. 

Unfortunately, in the world of faith, skill and work carry negative reputation. Well meaning teachers and leaders tell us the truth about how 
to enter into the race of faith, which requires only believing on the obedience of Jesus. They tell us to trust in the finished work of the cross 
and they are absolutely correct. However, the Gospel message is like a race. It has a beginning line and a finish line. In our metaphor of the 
Compass, our nobility is the starting point. It will forever be who we are. We are runners in a race. Yes, it’s true that His obedience got us 
into the race, and our obedience is what will cause us to win the race. Paul the apostle said it like this; “Do you not know that in a race all 
runners run, but only one receives the prize? So run that you may obtain it!” 

Allow me to set the record straight and avoid any confusion, skill and the four letter word it takes to develop that skill, w-o-r-k,  are vital to 
living in true greatness. It will take tremendous amounts of effort to win the race of destiny. Let me say it another way; your skill and abilities 
deeply matter to God. The Father doesn’t just want you to carry a noble heart, but He also will train you to have a skillful hand. 

 

Psalm 78:70-72 

Notice that the word “heart” precedes the word “hand” in the description of how David led his team. His heart preceded his hand. God 
trains us from the inside out, but the point of importance here is that skill is not left out of His development program. 

The way you train your hands largely affects the doors that will open to you in life. The skill of your hands determines the ripple of your 
heart. Nobility satisfies our identity question, but ability satisfies our skill questions. If we are to be who God has called us to be we must 
look both North and South. 

Let me give you a million dollar statement: Ability birthed from the place of identity unleashes your destiny. Go back and re-read that 
sentence again. Ten words that can absolutely change your life. It’s a word picture that illustrates our abilities being carried like an unborn 
baby in the womb of our identity. We must grasp this deeply if we are to live uncompromised lives. We must place emphasis on both the 
identity and the ability and not become lazy when it’s time to go to w-o-r-k. 

Greatness requires deep and broad training of our hands. People of faith can become offended by the process of development. We want it 
to be a “gift.” Greatness is a gift, but it’s also a grind. Just because we come to grips with our nobility doesn’t mean our skills match our 
potential. Skills must be developed and our hands must be trained, just as God trained David. 

After David was anointed and made Noble by the man of God, Samuel, he didn’t immediately rise to the throne. In fact, it was more than 
15 years after his discovery of his own nobility that he stepped into his full ability. Could it be that God was so committed to David being a 
good king, that he left him in the fields? Shepherding sheep was God’s way of training for reigning. He does the same with us. He will lead 
us into a knowledge of our nobility, and then lead us into the fields of sheep.  Don’t be offended by the training. David knew he would 
become king and it powered his time among the sheep. God knew, and eventually David came to understand, that only the heart of a 
shepherd can truly carry the noble role of King. 
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uncompromised life thinking our skill (south) is the truest part of who we are, our skills will kill us. We’ve all seen and been around athletes 
who lose their minds when their playing days are finished. Stripped identity is the cruelest of torture. However, when we get it properly 
oriented and our ability builds on the foundation of our identity, we become a powerful tool in the hands of the Father to provide and 
protect. 

Unfortunately, in the world of faith, skill and work carry negative reputation. Well meaning teachers and leaders tell us the truth about how 
to enter into the race of faith, which requires only believing on the obedience of Jesus. They tell us to trust in the finished work of the cross 
and they are absolutely correct. However, the Gospel message is like a race. It has a beginning line and a finish line. In our metaphor of the 
Compass, our nobility is the starting point. It will forever be who we are. We are runners in a race. Yes, it’s true that His obedience got us 
into the race, and our obedience is what will cause us to win the race. Paul the apostle said it like this; “Do you not know that in a race all 
runners run, but only one receives the prize? So run that you may obtain it!” 

Allow me to set the record straight and avoid any confusion, skill and the four letter word it takes to develop that skill, w-o-r-k,  are vital to 
living in true greatness. It will take tremendous amounts of effort to win the race of destiny. Let me say it another way; your skill and abilities 
deeply matter to God. The Father doesn’t just want you to carry a noble heart, but He also will train you to have a skillful hand. 

 

Psalm 78:70-72 

Notice that the word “heart” precedes the word “hand” in the description of how David led his team. His heart preceded his hand. God 
trains us from the inside out, but the point of importance here is that skill is not left out of His development program. 

The way you train your hands largely affects the doors that will open to you in life. The skill of your hands determines the ripple of your 
heart. Nobility satisfies our identity question, but ability satisfies our skill questions. If we are to be who God has called us to be we must 
look both North and South. 

Let me give you a million dollar statement: Ability birthed from the place of identity unleashes your destiny. Go back and re-read that 
sentence again. Ten words that can absolutely change your life. It’s a word picture that illustrates our abilities being carried like an unborn 
baby in the womb of our identity. We must grasp this deeply if we are to live uncompromised lives. We must place emphasis on both the 
identity and the ability and not become lazy when it’s time to go to w-o-r-k. 

Greatness requires deep and broad training of our hands. People of faith can become offended by the process of development. We want it 
to be a “gift.” Greatness is a gift, but it’s also a grind. Just because we come to grips with our nobility doesn’t mean our skills match our 
potential. Skills must be developed and our hands must be trained, just as God trained David. 

After David was anointed and made Noble by the man of God, Samuel, he didn’t immediately rise to the throne. In fact, it was more than 
15 years after his discovery of his own nobility that he stepped into his full ability. Could it be that God was so committed to David being a 
good king, that he left him in the fields? Shepherding sheep was God’s way of training for reigning. He does the same with us. He will lead 
us into a knowledge of our nobility, and then lead us into the fields of sheep.  Don’t be offended by the training. David knew he would 
become king and it powered his time among the sheep. God knew, and eventually David came to understand, that only the heart of a 
shepherd can truly carry the noble role of King. 

JOURNAL: 

JOURNAL: 



In the deepest part of our being, our true north, we are nobility. We are not becoming nobility. We already are nobility because we are sons 
and daughters of the King. The Soul realm of our person however is a little different. The Soul has the potential to be rooted in one of two 
orientations: North or South. Remember the quote: “You are spirit, have a soul and live in a body.”   You are nobility, you are called to carry 
yourself in wisdom and excellence and offer your skills to the world as protection and provision. 

One of the most common deceptions of the enemy is to seduce us into being defined first and foremost by the South (skill) realm of our 
lives. This is the battle between spirit and flesh. Rooting ourselves primarily in our skill, leads us not only into making foolish decisions, but 
into making average decisions. Average and foolish are inevitable fruits of being rooted primarily in our abilities. Foolish and average, 
however, are not terms that are fit for God’s noble sons and daughters. As a master of deception, the father of lies questions our identity by 
making us feel that we are no more valuable than what we can offer to others. Then once we give into the temptation, he challenges our 
integrity. It’s the one-two punch of the accuser. He entices and then exposes. He deceives us then accuses us. He’s a liar! When we live 
primarily rooted to our behavior or abilities, we can be assured we have forgotten our noble blood-line as sons. Forgetfulness is a primary 
enemy of faithfulness. You don’t fight for what’s forgotten. 

The enemy is also a master politician. I’m not saying that politicians are demonic or evil in any way. I’m proposing that politicians use the 
weapon of manipulation and compromise masterfully. In the world of secular values where the lines are blurry, this can be helpful. However, 
in the world of Spiritual realities, we are called to be uncompromising and even stubborn in our commitments. 

According to the dictionary, “compromise is simply accepting standards that are lower than is desirable.”  That’s what politicians do for the 
sake of forging agreement. They give a little to get a little. It’s a world filled with compromise. Monarchies and houses of nobility are very 
different than democracies. The nobility of a monarchy is called to carry the standard that has been set forth from ancient days past. The 
traditions and values of the blood line are upheld with great attention to detail. Democracies on the other hand are ruled by the popular 
vote of the day and only uphold standards that are agreed upon by those masses. Monarchies have a code, an ethic, a seat of standard that 
must be upheld by the nobility and it never shifts. 

The Kingdom of God is not democratic. You have not been voted in and you can never be voted out. You were "purchased, adopted and 
grafted” into the Beloved family of Christ. You are a true son of the King. A real King with real emotions, desires and standards. 

Compromised lives come as a result of two erroneous patterns of thought: 1) We forget our identity. 2) We identify our selves by our skills. 
Or a combination of number one and two. 

When we ask the question: “How will I carry myself?” the answer comes from where our identity is rooted. Not where it should be rooted, 
but where it actually is rooted. If we respond by allowing our latest performance in school, sports or work to define our identity, our 
response will be shame and guilt, or even worse, pride and greed which leads to foolish decisions and average living. If our response comes 
from an understanding of our position of nobility as sons and daughters of the Royal King, then our response becomes a life filled with a 
pursuit for excellence and wisdom. Of course excellence and wisdom are defined very differently in the Kingdom of Heaven. 
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Notice that the word “heart” precedes the word “hand” in the description of how David led his team. His heart preceded his hand. God 
trains us from the inside out, but the point of importance here is that skill is not left out of His development program. 

The way you train your hands largely affects the doors that will open to you in life. The skill of your hands determines the ripple of your 
heart. Nobility satisfies our identity question, but ability satisfies our skill questions. If we are to be who God has called us to be we must 
look both North and South. 

Let me give you a million dollar statement: Ability birthed from the place of identity unleashes your destiny. Go back and re-read that 
sentence again. Ten words that can absolutely change your life. It’s a word picture that illustrates our abilities being carried like an unborn 
baby in the womb of our identity. We must grasp this deeply if we are to live uncompromised lives. We must place emphasis on both the 
identity and the ability and not become lazy when it’s time to go to w-o-r-k. 

Greatness requires deep and broad training of our hands. People of faith can become offended by the process of development. We want it 
to be a “gift.” Greatness is a gift, but it’s also a grind. Just because we come to grips with our nobility doesn’t mean our skills match our 
potential. Skills must be developed and our hands must be trained, just as God trained David. 

After David was anointed and made Noble by the man of God, Samuel, he didn’t immediately rise to the throne. In fact, it was more than 
15 years after his discovery of his own nobility that he stepped into his full ability. Could it be that God was so committed to David being a 
good king, that he left him in the fields? Shepherding sheep was God’s way of training for reigning. He does the same with us. He will lead 
us into a knowledge of our nobility, and then lead us into the fields of sheep.  Don’t be offended by the training. David knew he would 
become king and it powered his time among the sheep. God knew, and eventually David came to understand, that only the heart of a 
shepherd can truly carry the noble role of King. 
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In the deepest part of our being, our true north, we are nobility. We are not becoming nobility. We already are nobility because we are sons 
and daughters of the King. The Soul realm of our person however is a little different. The Soul has the potential to be rooted in one of two 
orientations: North or South. Remember the quote: “You are spirit, have a soul and live in a body.”   You are nobility, you are called to carry 
yourself in wisdom and excellence and offer your skills to the world as protection and provision. 

One of the most common deceptions of the enemy is to seduce us into being defined first and foremost by the South (skill) realm of our 
lives. This is the battle between spirit and flesh. Rooting ourselves primarily in our skill, leads us not only into making foolish decisions, but 
into making average decisions. Average and foolish are inevitable fruits of being rooted primarily in our abilities. Foolish and average, 
however, are not terms that are fit for God’s noble sons and daughters. As a master of deception, the father of lies questions our identity by 
making us feel that we are no more valuable than what we can offer to others. Then once we give into the temptation, he challenges our 
integrity. It’s the one-two punch of the accuser. He entices and then exposes. He deceives us then accuses us. He’s a liar! When we live 
primarily rooted to our behavior or abilities, we can be assured we have forgotten our noble blood-line as sons. Forgetfulness is a primary 
enemy of faithfulness. You don’t fight for what’s forgotten. 

The enemy is also a master politician. I’m not saying that politicians are demonic or evil in any way. I’m proposing that politicians use the 
weapon of manipulation and compromise masterfully. In the world of secular values where the lines are blurry, this can be helpful. However, 
in the world of Spiritual realities, we are called to be uncompromising and even stubborn in our commitments. 

According to the dictionary, “compromise is simply accepting standards that are lower than is desirable.”  That’s what politicians do for the 
sake of forging agreement. They give a little to get a little. It’s a world filled with compromise. Monarchies and houses of nobility are very 
different than democracies. The nobility of a monarchy is called to carry the standard that has been set forth from ancient days past. The 
traditions and values of the blood line are upheld with great attention to detail. Democracies on the other hand are ruled by the popular 
vote of the day and only uphold standards that are agreed upon by those masses. Monarchies have a code, an ethic, a seat of standard that 
must be upheld by the nobility and it never shifts. 

The Kingdom of God is not democratic. You have not been voted in and you can never be voted out. You were "purchased, adopted and 
grafted” into the Beloved family of Christ. You are a true son of the King. A real King with real emotions, desires and standards. 

Compromised lives come as a result of two erroneous patterns of thought: 1) We forget our identity. 2) We identify our selves by our skills. 
Or a combination of number one and two. 

When we ask the question: “How will I carry myself?” the answer comes from where our identity is rooted. Not where it should be rooted, 
but where it actually is rooted. If we respond by allowing our latest performance in school, sports or work to define our identity, our 
response will be shame and guilt, or even worse, pride and greed which leads to foolish decisions and average living. If our response comes 
from an understanding of our position of nobility as sons and daughters of the Royal King, then our response becomes a life filled with a 
pursuit for excellence and wisdom. Of course excellence and wisdom are defined very differently in the Kingdom of Heaven. 
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good king, that he left him in the fields? Shepherding sheep was God’s way of training for reigning. He does the same with us. He will lead 
us into a knowledge of our nobility, and then lead us into the fields of sheep.  Don’t be offended by the training. David knew he would 
become king and it powered his time among the sheep. God knew, and eventually David came to understand, that only the heart of a 
shepherd can truly carry the noble role of King. 
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In the deepest part of our being, our true north, we are nobility. We are not becoming nobility. We already are nobility because we are sons 
and daughters of the King. The Soul realm of our person however is a little different. The Soul has the potential to be rooted in one of two 
orientations: North or South. Remember the quote: “You are spirit, have a soul and live in a body.”   You are nobility, you are called to carry 
yourself in wisdom and excellence and offer your skills to the world as protection and provision. 

One of the most common deceptions of the enemy is to seduce us into being defined first and foremost by the South (skill) realm of our 
lives. This is the battle between spirit and flesh. Rooting ourselves primarily in our skill, leads us not only into making foolish decisions, but 
into making average decisions. Average and foolish are inevitable fruits of being rooted primarily in our abilities. Foolish and average, 
however, are not terms that are fit for God’s noble sons and daughters. As a master of deception, the father of lies questions our identity by 
making us feel that we are no more valuable than what we can offer to others. Then once we give into the temptation, he challenges our 
integrity. It’s the one-two punch of the accuser. He entices and then exposes. He deceives us then accuses us. He’s a liar! When we live 
primarily rooted to our behavior or abilities, we can be assured we have forgotten our noble blood-line as sons. Forgetfulness is a primary 
enemy of faithfulness. You don’t fight for what’s forgotten. 

The enemy is also a master politician. I’m not saying that politicians are demonic or evil in any way. I’m proposing that politicians use the 
weapon of manipulation and compromise masterfully. In the world of secular values where the lines are blurry, this can be helpful. However, 
in the world of Spiritual realities, we are called to be uncompromising and even stubborn in our commitments. 

According to the dictionary, “compromise is simply accepting standards that are lower than is desirable.”  That’s what politicians do for the 
sake of forging agreement. They give a little to get a little. It’s a world filled with compromise. Monarchies and houses of nobility are very 
different than democracies. The nobility of a monarchy is called to carry the standard that has been set forth from ancient days past. The 
traditions and values of the blood line are upheld with great attention to detail. Democracies on the other hand are ruled by the popular 
vote of the day and only uphold standards that are agreed upon by those masses. Monarchies have a code, an ethic, a seat of standard that 
must be upheld by the nobility and it never shifts. 

The Kingdom of God is not democratic. You have not been voted in and you can never be voted out. You were "purchased, adopted and 
grafted” into the Beloved family of Christ. You are a true son of the King. A real King with real emotions, desires and standards. 

Compromised lives come as a result of two erroneous patterns of thought: 1) We forget our identity. 2) We identify our selves by our skills. 
Or a combination of number one and two. 

When we ask the question: “How will I carry myself?” the answer comes from where our identity is rooted. Not where it should be rooted, 
but where it actually is rooted. If we respond by allowing our latest performance in school, sports or work to define our identity, our 
response will be shame and guilt, or even worse, pride and greed which leads to foolish decisions and average living. If our response comes 
from an understanding of our position of nobility as sons and daughters of the Royal King, then our response becomes a life filled with a 
pursuit for excellence and wisdom. Of course excellence and wisdom are defined very differently in the Kingdom of Heaven. 

7

SOUTH: SKILL

Like any weapon, your skill can kill you, but it wasn’t meant to kill. It was meant to protect and provide. If we begin our journey of living the 
uncompromised life thinking our skill (south) is the truest part of who we are, our skills will kill us. We’ve all seen and been around athletes 
who lose their minds when their playing days are finished. Stripped identity is the cruelest of torture. However, when we get it properly 
oriented and our ability builds on the foundation of our identity, we become a powerful tool in the hands of the Father to provide and 
protect. 

Unfortunately, in the world of faith, skill and work carry negative reputation. Well meaning teachers and leaders tell us the truth about how 
to enter into the race of faith, which requires only believing on the obedience of Jesus. They tell us to trust in the finished work of the cross 
and they are absolutely correct. However, the Gospel message is like a race. It has a beginning line and a finish line. In our metaphor of the 
Compass, our nobility is the starting point. It will forever be who we are. We are runners in a race. Yes, it’s true that His obedience got us 
into the race, and our obedience is what will cause us to win the race. Paul the apostle said it like this; “Do you not know that in a race all 
runners run, but only one receives the prize? So run that you may obtain it!” 

Allow me to set the record straight and avoid any confusion, skill and the four letter word it takes to develop that skill, w-o-r-k,  are vital to 
living in true greatness. It will take tremendous amounts of effort to win the race of destiny. Let me say it another way; your skill and abilities 
deeply matter to God. The Father doesn’t just want you to carry a noble heart, but He also will train you to have a skillful hand. 

 

Psalm 78:70-72 

Notice that the word “heart” precedes the word “hand” in the description of how David led his team. His heart preceded his hand. God 
trains us from the inside out, but the point of importance here is that skill is not left out of His development program. 

The way you train your hands largely affects the doors that will open to you in life. The skill of your hands determines the ripple of your 
heart. Nobility satisfies our identity question, but ability satisfies our skill questions. If we are to be who God has called us to be we must 
look both North and South. 

Let me give you a million dollar statement: Ability birthed from the place of identity unleashes your destiny. Go back and re-read that 
sentence again. Ten words that can absolutely change your life. It’s a word picture that illustrates our abilities being carried like an unborn 
baby in the womb of our identity. We must grasp this deeply if we are to live uncompromised lives. We must place emphasis on both the 
identity and the ability and not become lazy when it’s time to go to w-o-r-k. 

Greatness requires deep and broad training of our hands. People of faith can become offended by the process of development. We want it 
to be a “gift.” Greatness is a gift, but it’s also a grind. Just because we come to grips with our nobility doesn’t mean our skills match our 
potential. Skills must be developed and our hands must be trained, just as God trained David. 

After David was anointed and made Noble by the man of God, Samuel, he didn’t immediately rise to the throne. In fact, it was more than 
15 years after his discovery of his own nobility that he stepped into his full ability. Could it be that God was so committed to David being a 
good king, that he left him in the fields? Shepherding sheep was God’s way of training for reigning. He does the same with us. He will lead 
us into a knowledge of our nobility, and then lead us into the fields of sheep.  Don’t be offended by the training. David knew he would 
become king and it powered his time among the sheep. God knew, and eventually David came to understand, that only the heart of a 
shepherd can truly carry the noble role of King. 
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